Accuracy of epiluminescence microscopy among practical dermatologists: a study from the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy.
The accuracy of epiluminescence microscopy (ELM) for pigmented skin lesions (PSLs) is still unclear. The large scale utilization of the technique is generally discouraged. The present study was aimed at comparing the accuracy of ELM with that of clinical examination alone in a group of 20 practical dermatologists. Thirty digital clinical images of benign and malignant PSLs and their digital ELM counterparts were used. A set of cumulative accuracy measures reported in the combined clinical/ELM diagnosis was compared with that reported in the clinical diagnosis alone. The proportion of nonmelanocytic lesions (NMLs), melanocytic nevi, and melanomas correctly identified, the predictive value of such diagnoses, and the proportion of melanomas detected by referral for biopsy (irrespective of the diagnosis reported) increased significantly. The cases referred for biopsy despite a "benign" impression decreased significantly among NMLs. The observed tendency towards a greater accuracy suggests that even in the routine dermatology practice ELM has the potential to improve the clinical examination of PSLs.